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Preface

The establishment of the Special Research Programme (SPP) of the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft 1630 
»Harbours from the Roman Period to the Middle Ages. The archaeology and history of regional and over 
regional traffic systems« in spring 2013 for a period of six years provides the opportunity to study the condi-
tions under which anchorages, harbours and port cities emerged, were used and disappeared. Within this 
framework, three major European shipping zones are scrutinized, which at first sight are characterised by 
very different conditions and dynamics: the Mediterranean, the Northern and Baltic Seas and inland water-
ways. For all three areas, the same fundamental questions are posed: How and under what conditions inter-
faces between water and land were designed and organised in space and time? Yet, natural and historical 
parameters as well as the available written and materials source evidence very much differ. Moreover, these 
various regions and periods are embedded in different and highly sophisticated scientific cultures with their 
own systems of concepts and thinking styles. The research focus therefore faces not only also otherwise 
existing challenges of major research projects to organise the analysis of immense amounts of data and 
the systematic exchange between the individual projects, but also to overcome »cultural« barriers between 
disciplines in order to ultimately provide large syntheses. 
Besides the necessary explanations of terms and a discussion of criteria by which comparisons are to be 
drawn, it is also important to consider different theoretical approaches for their applicability and to use tools 
of the digital humanities in order to collect and analyse the evidence and to gain new scientific ground. 
Special meetings held at the RGZM in Mainz for the SPP-1630 are devoted to these issues. The first one 
focused on »Harbours and Maritime Networks as Complex Adaptive Systems« and took place on October 
17th and 18th 2013. Through the contributions of the speakers and extensive discussions, it became clear 
that network theory and the accompanying digital tools are well suited to analyse complex systems, such as 
maritime and terrestrial transport systems and their interfaces.
Our thanks go to Johannes Preiser-Kapeller for the concept and organisation of the meeting as well as to 
the speakers who provided not only perfect presentations but also written versions of their contributions. 
May this collection of papers stimulate the working groups within the SPP »Harbours« and also beyond. 

The initiators of the SPP »Harbours«
Claus von Carnap-Bornheim

Falko Daim
Peter Ettel

Ursula Warnke
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Myrto Veikou

Mediterranean Byzantine Ports and HarBours in tHe 

CoMPlex interPlay Between environMent and soCiety. 

sPatial, soCio-eConoMiC and Cultural Considerations 

Based on arCHaeologiCal evidenCe froM greeCe, 

CyPrus and asia Minor

throughout the history of Byzantium, ports and harbours provided a frontline service in the administrative, 
military and economic chain which linked the different parts of the empire as well as linking the empire 
with the rest of the known world. Whether for levying taxes, military dispatches, private and official state 
correspondence or staple commodities, the most efficient form of long-distance communication – from as 
far back as antiquity − involved passage through coastal gateways. It is therefore surprising that Byzantine 
Archaeology has long been facing a serious problem in tracing the actual material remains of these ports 
and harbours. Given the volume of maritime trade in Byzantium from the 4th to the 15th century, the ar-
chaeological evidence of harbour construction and refurbishments during this period is relatively scarce.1 
in this study i intend to show that this problem has two dimensions: one real and one circumstantial. the real-
ity of the problem has been revealed beyond any doubt by the recent unearthing of the theodosius harbour of 
Constantinople at yenikapi. this accidental discovery made clear the size of the environmental transformation 
on the coastline of the eastern Mediterranean, especially around river deltas, as well as how much archaeo-
logical effort is required in order to locate and investigate Byzantine harbours.2 As robert Vann has shown: 
»Harbors, by necessity at the edge of land and water, suffer the depredations of both environments. Con-
tinuous winter storms batter the breakwaters and associated structures at the same time that basins and 
channels become clogged with silt. thus the south breakwater at korykos port, that is thought to have once 
joined the mainland and the Sea Castle, is gone and the harbour at Sebaste is now landlocked. Second is 
the nature of construction. Many breakwaters built of rubble are poorly preserved and while large portions 
of concrete breakwaters such as that at Pompeiopolis might remain, other harbor structures on land have 
disappeared because their building materials were convenient to reuse. third, several of these harbors will 
be difficult to investigate in the future because they continue to be used as anchorages today. In some in-
stances, such as at Antalya (Coraceseum) and Aydmiak (Celenderis), new breakwaters have been built on or 
near the old ones. Finally, even where large excavations have been in the field, such as at Anemourion, an 
elusive harbor might be an expensive objective when so many other priorities exist.«3

On the other hand, a great help in our search for Byzantine ports is just knowing their place-names from 
Byzantine texts; this should normally facilitate archaeological research. indeed, the sources have provided us 
with a great number of Byzantine names for places which are defined by the authors as λιμήν, ἐπίνειον or 
κατάβολος, ἐμπόριον, ὄρμος, σκάλα, ἀρσανάς.4 At this point the second, circumstantial dimension of 
the problem of »missing« ports arises. tasha Voderstrasse has recently discussed the challenges faced by his-
torical archaeology in related issues: the texts can be both helpful and misleading, since they can affect the 
archaeological tasks of find-interpretation and site-reconstruction.5 the Byzantine texts do indeed provide 
us with more or less detailed representations of the natural and built environments in the aforementioned 
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ports, harbours and anchorage sites.6 However, as Sean kingsley has argued, »a fundamental reason for the 
absence of late-antique (and Byzantine) harbour installations, which seems surprising to the modern mind, 
is the disparity between modern and ancient definitions of a port. Contemporary definitions emphasize 
the indispensable requirement for artificial installations, which ease the movement of cargoes onto shore 
within a calm body of sheltered water. (...) Such definitions [or rather representations] have been applied 
inappropriately to ancient ports.«7 kingsley cites a 1st-century nautical guide in order to demonstrate that a 
Roman port is defined as loosely as a maritime settlement where merchandise is traded, and a harbour ap-
pears simply as a geographical point where a ship can anchor.8 indeed, neither of the aforementioned terms 
found in Byzantine texts was specifically synonymous with artificial maritime structures which would provide 
striking archaeological finds. The λιμήν would mean a port; the ἐπίνειον or κατάβολος a satellite harbour 
or town; ἐμπόριον a commercial centre; ὄρμος (ὀρμίσκος) would mean a bay or natural harbour, defined 
either as a natural embayment suitable for mooring or a cove enclosed by headlands, or as the internal basin 
of a harbour; σκάλα stood for an anchorage and ἀρσανάς for a small anchorage.9 
Given the aforementioned diversity of Byzantine anchorage sites and regardless of the existence or the 
nature of accompanying settlement, i will investigate the notions of ports and harbours in Byzantium by 
examining the history of such sites within the context of the complex interplay between environment and 
society. Aspects of this investigation refer, for example, to the criteria used by the Byzantines for the selec-
tion of ports’ and harbours’ locations, their construction and maintenance practices, as well as the meaning 
of different components and features of ports and harbours in different periods. the investigation is based 
on a discussion of several features of archaeological sites at Byzantine ports and harbours in the eastern 
Mediterranean, dated to between the 4th and 9th centuries and located in modern Greece and Turkey (the 
locations of all the archaeological sites mentioned in the text are shown in fig. 6). this discussion has three 
aspects as follows. First of all, my main aim is to define the ways in which specific physical and social fea-
tures of these sites determined – and emerged from – their role in land and maritime networks. Secondly, in 
a similar vein, i focus on three multidisciplinary factors that are not only interrelated in the development of 
ports and harbours but also fundamental in shaping their history: geomorphology, geography, and human 
geography. Last but not least, i comment on the physical, economic, political and cultural conditions which 
add up to the analytical categories of the medieval Mediterranean port and harbour, putting on the table 
a few ideas about the way these sites performed as Byzantine »gateway communities«, fostering social 
contact and cross-cultural exchanges.

Byzantine Ports and HarBours: anCient and newer

elements of the antique way of life were inherited and adjusted to late antique and medieval conditions 
in the eastern Mediterranean and ports are no exception to this. By the mid-5th century a large number of 
coastal cities operated within a dense network of Byzantine civic settlements. the former would have been 
the late antique ports with built harbours equipped with appropriate amenities to host the subjects and 
products involved in maritime trade. Some built harbours of older roman ports are indeed known to have 
been refurbished during the first centuries of Byzantium. One example from Greece is the great port of Ne-
apolis and later Chrysoupolis (modern kavala, in Greece) which gained importance due to its proximity to 
the Via egnatia. Some repairs dated to between the 3rd and the 6th century have been observed at the gate 
leading from the harbour to the settlement through the sea walls and along them.10 other port construc-
tions dated somewhat later (6th-7th century) are known from Anthedon in Central Greece, as well as from 
sites in Byzantine provinces not included in this study.11 
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Apart, however, from the antique ports, which continued to be used in similar ways after antiquity, the 
emergence of a number of other coastal sites indicates what seems to be a pattern of natural, economic, 
political and cultural conditions which add up to the analytical categories of Byzantine port and harbour 
within the medieval eastern Mediterranean. i will now discuss some of the principal traits of these patterns 
which are related to the three aforementioned, interrelated factors in the development and history of ports 
and harbours, i. e. geomorphology, geography, and human geography.12

interrelated faCtors in tHe develoPMent and History of Ports and 

HarBours

geomorphology

Geomorphology is the first of the factors related to the development and history of ports and harbours. It 
involves the natural aspect of the port and its physical setting. it had the greatest impact on the foundation 
and evolution of a port because the limited technological resources of the time were insufficient to offset or 
modify natural settings to any great extent. Consequently, sites that offered favourable natural conditions 
seem to have been preferred to others. the geomorphological characteristics that turn out to have been 
necessary for the successful development of a port can be summarized as: 

Fig. 1 Satellite image depicting the geomorphology and Byzantine ports in the area of the Ambracian Gulf in Epirus (Greece). – (The 
background is courtesy of Google earth).
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1.  presence of a sandy beach for loading, unloading, and dockyard activities; 
2.  protection offered by a promontory or rocky area, including protection from marine currents and coastal 

winds, but also as a defence from enemy attack, because a hilly promontory was suitable for fortification 
and provided a lookout (figs 4; 5a-d); and 

3.  the mouth of a river or smaller watercourse to provide fresh water for the settlement and sailors and to 
serve as an easy route for communication with the interior (figs 1-3; 5a-d; 6).13 

Most Byzantine ports shared all these geomorphological features. they were certainly located on sandy 
beaches rather than a rocky seabed. Whenever possible and in order to ensure maximal protection from bad 
weather conditions, they comprised double bays (i. e. two anchorages at either side of an isthmus) (fig. 4),14 
or complexes of bays and nearby islets to serve as breakwaters (fig. 5d).15 For the same purpose it was also 
common for several other auxiliary points of anchorage (sometimes even on rock) to be used in addition to 
the main port, depending on weather conditions (figs 2; 5a-d).16 Last but not least, some Byzantine har-
bours were noted for their sweet and healthy drinking water.17 
A fourth condition was also often present, sometimes connected to a major river or at other times substi-
tuting for it: coastal wetlands and lagoons that could be used as docking basins and fisheries and serve as 
connections to the sea,18 as in the cases of settlements on Strymon, Louros and Arachthos rivers (fig. 1) 
as well as Miletus (fig. 3a).19 in these cases, there were no built harbours but just skalai, whose Byzantine 
connotations did not include permanent infrastructure – rafts solved the problem of communications with 
the interior, as on all the great rivers of the southern Balkans.20 
unfortunately, most places that offered all four of the characteristics mentioned above were, for the same 
reasons, locked into a delicate geomorphological balance. in other words, the harbour and nearby land or 
wetlands were subject to the damaging effects of siltation due to the same natural forces that had created 
some of the favourable conditions in the first place.21 Countermeasures involved either:
a)  controlling the water level by efforts to remove alluvial deposits so as to artificially prevent the harbour 

from silting-up, as for example in Nafpaktos,22 or
b)  moving port activities to a more recently exploited part of the coastline like in Constantinople and ephe-

sos, for example, where different harbours succeeded one another at different times,23 or
c)  relocating the settlements to adjust to changes of the riverbed such as to the east and west river-channels 

of the river Strymon in the case of settlements around Amphipolis and Chryssoupolis24 and perhaps also 
in the case of eressos on Lesvos,25 or

d)  eventually abandoning the settlements all together, as in the case of Salamis-Constantia in Cyprus and 
Herakleia at Latmos in Asia Minor,26 or

e)  controlling the wetlands by creating artificial drainage channels and diverting the course of the river (as in 
the cases of rogoi on Louros (fig. 1), and also of Strymon and Demetrias)27 so as to create access to the 
old silted harbours like in ephesos (fig. 3b) and perhaps Latros.28 

Nevertheless, it seems that the Byzantines may have been cautious not to overdo it. In his description of 
the harbour settlement of Demetrias kekaumenos described how the wetlands around the city served as a 
major protection for the inhabitants, equal to the sea.29 Aggradation is a great constant of Mediterranean 
life; but, as Horden and Purcell suggested in their cutting-edge work The Corrupting Sea, »this cluster of 
processes must be seen in perspective: we must pursue ›mutual-caused processes of co-evolution of people 
and their landscapes‹ and ›recognize the futility of one-sided deterministic approaches in which certain fac-
tors are singled out as the sole explanation of complex, closely interwoven physical, biological and cultural 
processes‹.«30

And there were, of course, exceptions to the rule of selecting port locations fulfilling the aforementioned 
four geomorphological criteria. Some strategically-selected port locations, albeit in geographically disadvan-
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Fig. 2 Satellite image depicting the geomorphology and Byzantine ports in the area of the Thermaic Gulf near Thessaloniki (Greece). – 
(the background is courtesy of Google earth).

tageous situations (such as standing at the head of bays exposed to the sea and isolated by rugged moun-
tains from easy access to the interior), were developed for economic reasons.31 other similarly apparently 
»uncomfortable« port locations were stopovers on important long-distance maritime routes along the East-
ern Aegean and South-eastern Mediterranean, established for economic and military purposes (fig. 6).32 in 
a few striking cases of such ports − like the long-lived Byzantine port of Monemvasia (fig. 4) − there was 
not even fresh water. 

geography

in the Mediterranean the fragility of the port environment and the vulnerability of port settlements due 
to deltaic phenomena involving estuaries are an inevitable side-effect of their privileged geomorphology 
which allows them economic autarchy and surplus due to the presence of fertile estuarine plains. However, 
the aforementioned exceptions to the rule introduce us to the second factor in the development of a port: 
geography, meaning the relative geographical position of the harbour within the surrounding region. in his 
work »La Méditerranée et le monde méditerranéen à l’époque de Philippe ii« Fernand Braudel described 
a common attribute of all Mediterranean ports: being located at the crossing of land- and sea-routes.33 in 
fact, the strategic location of Byzantine ports (such as those of Constantinople, Thessaloniki [fig. 2], Dur-
rës, Corinth, Platamon, Thessalian Thebes and Demetrias, Amastris, Ephesos [fig. 3b], Miletus [fig. 3a], 
Myra, Limyra and many others) along not just sea routes but also inland and river routes connecting the 
ports with fertile hinterlands (fig. 6) is crucial, because it indicates both the area of production of goods 
exported by these ports and, conversely, the most distant markets reached by the merchandise arriving in 
the ports themselves.34 Indeed it seems that long-distance maritime routes along the Eastern Aegean and 
South-eastern Mediterranean remained entirely or partly open during the Byzantine Period, as confirmed 
by both written sources and archaeological evidence such as the distribution of ceramics in that period, for 
instance.35 
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Fig. 3 Satellite image depicting the geomorphology and Byzantine ports in the area near Ephesos in Asia Minor. – (The background is 
courtesy of Google earth).
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All of this defines the extent of the port’s foreland, i. e. the overall maritime area served by the port. For 
instance, the professions mentioned in the 456 5th- and 6th-century funerary inscriptions of Korykos, the 
main port in Cilicia, Asia Minor, allow for a reconstruction of everyday economic and social life in a Byz-
antine port whose prosperity is not related to a specific activity.36 the individuals mentioned worked in 
two main fields of social life: a) as public and ecclesiastical officials and b) in maritime occupations. No 
merchants are mentioned with the exception of wine-importers, while a large number of industrial work-
shops reveal the dynamics of the local economy; a significant part of the population was also involved in 
food storage, preparation and sales. In fact the evidence reflects a combination of economic strategies, 
including the cultivation of grains, grapes, and olives, as well as horticulture, and the herding of sheep 
and goats, whose wool and skin were processed in Isaurian-Cilician cities and harbour settlements. The 
productivity of the port’s immediate hinterland and the area’s ease of communication with the harbour 
itself were fundamental elements in the port’s initial establishment as well as its further development into 
a major port-city.37

Human agency

in fact, ports and other harbours or anchorages qualify as »complex systems« as described in the introduc-
tion to this volume,38 because they represent the process of constant adjustment of – maritime and fluvial 
− water-trade routes to environmental and social (political, economic, and cultural) conditions, as is evident 
in the ports of Leucas and Chrysoupolis in Greece and possibly also in Butrint. in the case of Leucas, the 
selection of the inner or outer maritime route depended equally on environmental and social conditions, 

Fig. 4 Satellite image depicting the geomorphology in the area of the Monemvasia Peninsula in the Peloponnese (Greece). – (The back-
ground is courtesy of Google earth).
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Fig. 6 Map of known sites of Byzantine ports and harbours, in the eastern Mediterranean, mentioned in the text: 1 Dyrrachion, ancient 
(modern Durrës). – 2 Bouthroton, ancient (modern Butrint). – 3 Rogoi, ancient (modern Kastro Rogon). – 4 Leucas, ancient (modern 
Karyotes). – 5 Vonitsa, ancient. – 6 Nafpaktos, ancient. – 7 Olympia, ancient. – 8 Monemvasia, ancient. – 9 Lechaeon / Corinth, ancient. – 
10 Kenchreai / Corinth, ancient. – 11 Piraeus, ancient. – 12 Thisvi basin, Boeotia. – 13 Anthedon, ancient. – 14 thessalian thebes, ancient 
(modern Nea Anchialos). – 15 Demetrias, ancient. – 16 Iolkos, ancient. – 17 Platamon, ancient (modern Kastro Platamona). – 18 Thessa-
loniki, ancient. – 19 Strymon R. delta. – 20 Neapolis-Chrysoupolis, ancient (modern Kavala). – 21 Constantinople, ancient (modern istam-
bul). – 22 Lesbos, Eressos, ancient. – 23 Lesbos, Mytilene. – 24 Chios, Emporio (modern Emborios). – 25 Ephesos, ancient. – 26 Fygela, 
ancient (modern Kușadası). – 27 Miletus, ancient. – 28 Herakleia, Mount Latmos, ancient. – 29 Telendos. – 30 Kalymnos. – 31 Sıralık. – 
32 Caryanda, ancient (modern Göl). – 33 Strobilos, ancient (modern Aspat). – 34 Itanos, ancient (modern Erimopolis). – 35 Aperlae, 
ancient. – 36 Dolichiste, ancient (modern Kekova)-Tristomo Gulf. – 37 Andriace / Myra, ancient. – 38 Limyra, ancient. – 39 Aphrodisias, 
ancient. – 40 Korykos, ancient. – 41 Amastris, ancient (modern Amasra). – 42 Salamis-Constantia, ancient. – 43 Koutsopetria. – 44 kition, 
ancient (modern Larnaca). – 45 Maroni-Vrysoudhia. – 46 Amathous, ancient. – 47 Paphos, ancient. – 48 Agios Georgios, Pegeia. – 49 Dor, 
ancient. – 50 Sebastos / Caesaria Maritima, ancient. – (The background is courtesy of Google Earth).

i. e. the accessibility of the Dioryctos Channel depending on tidal phenomena but also the security of ionian 
waters and the ship’s final destination.39 Similar tidal phenomena resulted in the profound transformation 
of settlement around Butrint; rearrangements of the settlement’s access to the sea could perhaps even have 
caused the 9th-century relocation of the administrative centre from the fortified nucleus to Vrina Plain.40 
According to Archie Dunn, in this process »individual loci of maritime traffic were shifting in response to 
environmental change, but also gaining or losing in importance in response also to politico-administrative 
and economic changes.«41 this brings us to the third factor in the development of ports, i. e. to human ge-
ography. While geomorphology and geography allow humans to act, it is human agency that really profits 
(or not) from the opportunities offered by nature. Differences in the fate of Byzantine harbour settlements, 
then, can also be an outcome of their inhabitants’ agency, which needs to be acknowledged as a cultural 
trait. A good example is that alongside surviving late antique port-cities, which – as such – were inevitably 
also centres of central administration, some anchorages (σκάλαι) with non-built harbours also developed 
into intra-regional and even inter-regional trade centres, as discussed below in some detail.
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it seems that the role of ports was of vital importance to the settlements. the loss of that role due to 
environmental or political change proved fatal for some settlements, such as for Agios Georgios near 
Pegeia and itanos in Crete, discussed below. in other cases, related phenomena reveal a very complex 
interplay between environment and society. For example, in olympia, although the major alluvial crises in 
the area of the Slavic cemetery have been dated by eric Fouache to after the 7th century, environmental 
change due to the alluvial processes linked to the river Alpheius must have been under way for quite a 
while.42 Alluvial processes may well have caused a gradual change of land use from agricultural to pas-
toral perhaps even before the 7th century. This is implied by the differences in pattern between the two 
phases of Byzantine habitation, but should also be considered within the context of the rapidly changing 
demographic and political conditions in the area from the 6th century onwards. Similarly, in the case of 
the relocation of the lowland harbour settlement of Demetrias to the hilltop site of iolkos, environmental 
change due to the silting up of the harbour cannot be ignored or underestimated by comparison with 
the defensive needs of the 7th-century bishopric considered by Olga Karagiorgou to have been the main 
cause of relocation.43 
in other instances, people might well devote considerable resources and energy to maintaining and refur-
bishing harbours through the construction of more or less sophisticated installations, which archaeologists 
can usually now trace in ports where sedimentation is absent. First of all, stabilization works have been 
observed in the harbour of Aperlae in Lycia.44 Harbour installations might range from modest constructions 
(like the simple, plain jetties identified in Aperlae and Leucas,45 the plain stone docks at the promontory of 
Sıralık, by the Halicarnassos peninsula,46 or the wooden ones in the main (northern) port of Monemvasia 
(fig. 4)47 or even a mere handful of rubble walls and a pavement in emporio on Chios (fig. 5a)48 to sophis-
ticated buildings (like the 6th-century granary at Andriace , the harbour of Myra49 or the lighthouse which 
functioned at least until the 13th century in Monemvasia (fig. 4).50 
Furthermore, the construction of breakwaters, in cases where natural ones (e. g. islets or promontories) 
were absent, seems to have been a primary concern. they were made of stone like those located in the 
Mikron Emvolon in Thessaloniki (identified by Charalambos Bakirtzis with the Kellarion anchorage, fig. 2),51 
or of wood as in Sebastos in Caesarea Maritima;52 alternatively older roman concrete constructions might 
have been still in use as in korykos.53 The extensive artificial stone ridges, discovered along the Thermaic 
Gulf in thessaloniki,54 probably served not only as breakwaters for all three known ports and anchorages 
but they might also have been meant to produce a channel which would prevent the bay silting up too 
quickly and obstructing the harbour area, as happened also in other cases such as the port of Dor.55 Last but 
not least, fortifications were essential for important harbours that were expected to host naval forces, espe-
cially when it came to early Byzantine imperial works and provincial sites of the 7th, 8th and 12th centuries. 
Several examples are known from insular and continental ports in both Greece and Asia Minor (e. g. in sites 
in Lycia and Caria, Chios, Corinth, Nafpaktos, Butrint, Leucas, Vonitsa, Rogoi, Iolkos, Thessaloniki etc.).56 in 
fact, ports from the 7th century onwards seem to have followed the prevailing patterns of dispersed overall 
settlement (small fortified stations) with the exception of big cities.

tHe signifiCanCe of settleMents’ sPeCifiC roles witHin MaritiMe networks

The last point to be explained is that specific physical, social and cultural features of these sites determined 
– and emerged from – their role within land and maritime networks. I intend to demonstrate this first of all 
by commenting on the ways some Byzantine harbours are seen to perform as »gateway communities« of 
social contact and cross-cultural exchange, although they do not seem to have shared other characteristics 
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of contemporary port-cities.57 Secondly, i will comment on certain spatial and social traits of ports and har-
bours, identified from textual evidence, which define such sites as culturally distinct places among Byzantine 
settlements.

Byzantine harbours as »gateway communities«

It seems only reasonable that in Late Antiquity the great ancient port-cities should have remained administra-
tive centres charged with conducting and controlling maritime inter-regional commerce. Moreover, the situa-
tion seems to have changed between the 5th and 7th centuries. More specifically, in that period a new form of 
coastal settlement seems to have appeared in coastal areas and especially along the coastline of the islands. 
the reason for its appearance seems to be associated with the fact that coastal areas in general, and espe-
cially those of the islands, presented extensive possibilities for trade, whereas inland areas had a more limited 
field of communication.58 this difference between coast and hinterland is certainly of crucial importance in 
all periods, but even more so in the context of the 5th-7th centuries for reasons which will be explained below. 
this new settlement formation dating from the 5th to the 7th  century is perhaps most aptly termed an 
emporion.59 Several coastal sites of this period can be categorized as this type of settlement. in this study 
i shall consider the cases of Chrysoupolis at Strymon, emporio on Chios, settlements at kalymnos and the 
telendos strait in the Dodecanese, itanos on Crete, koutsopetria and Agios Georgios at Pegeia in Cyprus, 
although i will not discuss them all in detail. of the aforementioned settlements, half were located on stra-
tegically located islands, such as Emporio at Chios, the settlement at the Kalymnos-Telendos strait, Itanos, 
the settlement at koutsopetria and Agios Georgios at Pegeia (fig. 6). Almost half of them emerged very 
close to a still thriving late antique city. For example, Chrysoupolis on the Strymon was located next to 
Christoupolis (modern kavala), the site of koutsopetria was located in the immediate vicinity of kition while 
Agios Georgios at Pegeia was located near Paphos (fig. 6). Last but not least, all aforementioned sites seem 
to have been orientated towards the sea and not facing inland, by contrast with other contemporaneous 
settlements in the same region, like in the examples from Cyprus. According to tassos Papacostas this must 
indicate that their inhabitants’ main interest was trade and the redistribution and exchange of any surplus 
they might have produced.60

To briefly explain the precise features shared by these sites, I will discuss a few examples based on the best-
investigated sites. So, the site of Koutsopetria, first of all, is located on Larnaca Bay, 10 km east of ancient Ki-
tion and has recently been investigated by David Pettegrew, William Caraher and R. Scott-Moore.61 the site 
consists of a broad scatter of cultural material on the narrow coastal plain at the base of a continuous ridge 
(fig. 5c). the investigated area covers some 40 hectares and has produced a large number of features and 
artefacts especially of roman and Late roman date. the features include a church, architectural sculptures 
and a lot of Cypriot roof tiles, cisterns, evidence of olive processing and limestone quarries; predominant 
among the artefacts are examples of Late Roman pottery, especially LR1 amphoras and fine wares such as 
Cypriot red Slip, African red Slip and Phocean Ware. this would be consistent with the site’s floruit being 
attributed to the 5th and 6th centuries when it was part of a broad regional system of exchange. The site’s 
southern boundary is the sea and some low-lying sandy soils; based on the finds distribution the investiga-
tors think that this lowland to the east of Koutsopetria marks an embayment that is now infilled but func-
tioned as a natural harbour throughout antiquity and probably as late as the medieval era.62 they also think 
that the harbour would certainly have been well situated to take advantage of several ancient roads through 
this area, one running toward the Mesaoria and one probably turning towards Salamis-Constantia. Why 
did the site of Koutsopetria flourish in the immediate vicinity of Kition? Some scholars have suggested that 
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kition suffered earthquakes in the 4th century and as a result of tectonic uplift the harbour gradually silted 
up.63 the growth of koutsopetria and other neighbouring small sites might have been encouraged by the 
city’s decline due to that.64 However, it has been suggested that the town’s silted harbour might have been 
refurbished during Late Antiquity or that maritime activity in kition during this period might have shifted fur-
ther west from its ancient location at Bamboula towards the central area of the medieval city near the church 
of Ayios Lazaros.65 Therefore it may very well be that Kition and Koutsopetria flourished concurrently.66

It would seem that there was contemporaneous flourishing of an ancient city and a mid-size settlement 
nearby on the western coast of the island too: Agios Georgios near Pegeia at Cape Drepanon (fig. 5d) grew 
into a flourishing and wealthy, important centre of inter-regional exchange just 21 km north of the port-
city of Paphos, the former capital of Cyprus. the settlement covered 16 hectares and the site has produced 
burial chambers, agricultural implements, a bath complex and three large, luxuriously furnished, basilica 
churches.67 the fact that this site appears to have been more dependent on the sea and contacts beyond 
the shores of Cyprus, turning its back on the hinterland, led Charalambos Bakirtzis to argue that it grew not 
as a result of its proximity to Paphos, but on account of its orientation towards the sea, serving as a stopover 
for egyptian grain ships bound for Constantinople.68 However, the settlement can equally be very plausibly 
explained as a thriving emporion of the time, due to its strategic location on the annona road. 
Finally, thorough investigation of the site of itanos in Crete (fig. 5b) has confirmed the same pattern by 
means of more precise dating of buildings and pottery.69 Indeed pottery finds from Itanos have confirmed 
a floruit of the settlement between the 5th and the 7th centuries and they have indicated not only the ex-
istence of trade and contacts with North Africa, Asia Minor and Cyprus but also a large amount of locally 
produced vessels serving agricultural purposes, especially during the 6th and 7th centuries.70 
indeed, for island coastal settlements in particular, Late Antiquity was a time of economic and demographic 
growth as a result of the integration of the local population into a system of interregional shipping routes 
and trade in the 5th and 6th centuries.71 on the southern coast of Attica, for example, Piraeus also appears 
to have overshadowed other coastal settlements during the period from the 4th to the 7th century.72 Hav-
ing been structurally integrated into an expanding network of long-distance exchange, emporia flourished 
until at least the mid-6th century. But human activity at all of these coastal sites seems to have contracted 
dramatically after the mid-7th century with slight regional, chronological variations.73 During this last period 
of their life (7th and 8th centuries) these coastal settlements functioned within networks of regional com-
munication.74 The pottery finds from Itanos, among which there are a great many objects from Asia Minor, 
strongly support this idea.75 What was once considered an apparently drastic decline in maritime trade 
between the 6th and the 10th century, which could also have caused the subsequent decline of coastal set-
tlements, tends now to be viewed more circumspectly.76 
However, it was during the 6th and 7th century that coastal areas seem to have faced the biggest changes.77 
in itanos not only were large amounts of local pottery being produced for agricultural purposes in that pe-
riod, but also locally made amphorae survive in greater quantities.78 in fact, excavations of the site indicate 
that the settlement died out in the 7th century due to the decline of the long-distance maritime trade and 
the Arab raids. there was no trace of violent raids or destruction of parts of the settlement; only shrinkage, 
decline, and final abandonment.79 The same pattern is seen in the Byzantine port-settlements at Koutso-
petria, Agios Georgios near Pegeia, possibly a number of other sites in Cyprus,80 telendos,81 and emporio 
on Chios.82 
As for the interpretation of these sites, Archie Dunn has referred to them as »loci of maritime traffic« while 
Cecile Morrisson and Jean-Pierre Sodini term them Byzantine emporia and »secondary towns«.83 Whatever 
their status, the emergence of these sites seems to be linked to their inhabitants grabbing the opportunity 
for economic growth by simply taking advantage of the sites’ privileged locations astride major maritime 
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trade routes of the period. George Deligiannakis proposed a definition for this type of site in the Dodeca-
nese, calling them »secondary« or »satellite towns« after Morrisson and Sodini.84 According to him, »the 
evidence from these coastal settlements indicates a relatively socially homogeneous population, which lived 
primarily on the land as small-holders or tenant farmers, but also engaged in maritime activities as traders 
and fishermen, as well as in various kinds of craftsmanship; there is clear evidence for commercial contacts 
with regions far beyond their shores. At a local level, these settlements usually functioned as centres of lo-
cal markets, artisanal production and trade, and hardly differed from small cities; agricultural surplus would 
have fuelled the growing economy of these market towns and supported an island-wide project of church 
building. A network of wealthy agrarian villages was connected with these large settlements, which possibly 
functioned as upper-tier collection points for local agricultural products and major distribution centres for 
bigger markets; these large, prosperous coastal villages probably offered a partial substitute for urban cen-
tres in the regional economy, even though they did not carry the traditional urban apparatus and culture«.85 
David Pettegrew, William Caraher and R. Scott-Moore have discussed the »urban or rural character« of 
these sites. According to them: 
»What we have in all these cases are a number of mid-sized coastal sites which are neither wholly urban nor 
wholly rural space. they possess religious architecture, obvious wealth, some civic amenities and connec-
tions to the broader world, yet lack the full range of civic features. they are rural spaces which gained in-
dependence from their strategic and favorable positions. While undoubtedly interacting closely with nearby 
cities, they also developed and flourished in respect to their connectedness to networks beyond the city. (...) 
it is clear that these settlements, centred at crossroads, would have been places of cultural exchange and 
frequent interaction with a broader Late Antique world. Just as scholars recognize that pottery sherds are 
the most visible physical traces of a vibrant economic exchange system that included a much wider range of 
material goods, so they must also represent a broad array of exchanges of ideas and culture that are now 
invisible to us. the merchants putting into port at koutsopetria, for example, may have gone on to either 
Salamis or kition, and from there, to the coastal towns of northern Palestine and Syria, just as those from 
korykos did. the inhabitants of these sites presumably interacted with neighboring large coastal sites and 
also with inland populations who provided the agricultural surplus for exchange. the routes themselves 
fostered relationships between coastal town and inland villages and farms, various urban and civic centres 
as well as other provinces and places. Large crossroads settlements like them, then, were not just economic 
entities, but places of cultural contact and accommodation between groups originating from very different 
social and geographic spheres. the distinct and heterogeneous archaeological assemblages suggest that 
these places could produce independent self-expressions within larger relational networks. (...) These origi-
nally rural places were not static places standing outside of history and defined exclusively by an economic 
relationship to culture-producing urban zones, but constituted places capable of producing and transmit-
ting culture in and of themselves.«86 
under these conditions, it may well be suggested that these sites functioned as »gateway communities«, a 
concept applied mostly to settlements which control the point of contact between two quite strongly con-
trasting economic and social systems or, according to Horden and Purcell, between two settlements with 
heterogeneity in their value-systems, which promotes inter-cultural exchange.87

I shall finish this brief overview of Early Byzantine emporia by pointing out ways in which specific physical 
and social features of harbours determined – and, at the same time, emerged from – their role in land and 
maritime networks. An important common physical attribute shared by all the aforementioned emporia 
seems to emerge at this point. While the existence of a built harbour in all these sites is more or less as-
sumed or taken for granted by their investigators, no built harbour has so far been discovered in any of 
these coastal settlements nor does any mention of them as ports exist in the late antique textual sources 
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(fig. 5a-d). in the cases of sites located in alluvial plains it has been assumed, for example, that built har-
bours are hidden somewhere under the layers of alluvial deposits which gradually filled in the embayments. 
However, in the case of Agios Georgios near Pegeia (fig. 5d), for example, there is no river and alluvial plain, 
yet no harbour installations have been identified along the coast below the settlement. Nevertheless, an 
underwater survey carried out along 13 km of coastline to the north and south of Cape Drepanon revealed 
several sites with Late Antique material including 6th- and 7th-century amphorae.88 the site is still equipped 
with a natural anchorage hosting shipyards to this day (fig. 5d). 
What could be the significance of seafront settlements without built harbours and lacking port facilities 
developing into intra-regional and inter-regional trade centres after the 5th century? Was there indeed a 
correlation between the preference for one of the known ports and anchorages of that time over another 
and the nature – rather than range and scale – of redistribution and exchange of products in the area? A 
plausible reason for such choices, in my opinion, is that some people may have preferred to use side anchor-
ages rather than big city-ports (with built harbours) in this period in order to avoid the official port taxation. 
Sean kingsley was possibly hinting at this in his work about some late antique ports in Palestine.89 Basing 
herself on the interpretation of 6th- to 9th-century ceramic evidence from the Adriatic, Joanita Vroom has 
stressed the great variety of agendas of different social groups involved in maritime trade.90 She also sug-
gested the existence, during this period, of a number of overlapping networks of production, distribution 
and redistribution which was essentially centred on the Aegean but stretched well beyond this area to the 
central and eastern Mediterranean, i. e. from Constantinople and the Black Sea to the South coast of turkey, 
Cyprus, egypt, Crete, Greece and the southern Adriatic.91 Could the flourishing of a black economy have 
been a cultural trait of this type of settlement? In my opinion the fact that such anchorages developed, 
during the 5th-to-6th-century economic boom, in the vicinity of large contemporary ports, indicates that this 
assumption may be correct, because there had to be some reason why merchants would avoid using the 
nearby existing ports with their built-harbour facilities. And there is no reason why there could not have 
been alternative economic and distribution networks in the Byzantine provinces, operating alongside the 
official ones but seeking to escape state control. 
if the development of ports with activities that were »invisible« to the civic administration, using natural 
harbours only for tax-evasion purposes, would be a reasonable explanation for the flourishing of »gateway 
communities« in Byzantium before the 7th century, it seems not to have been the case thereafter. From 
around the 7th century onwards, Byzantine neglect in maintaining the artificial Roman harbours is notice-
able;92 even in the port of the thriving Middle-Byzantine settlement of Corinth, Lechaion, no artificial har-
bour repairs have been dated later than 335 AD.93 this might be explained by various developments, the 
most important of which must have been the new technologies used in ship-building, which seem to have 
begun in earlier centuries but were developed and gradually introduced all over the Mediterranean from 
the early Middle Ages onwards.94 these technologies probably produced smaller ships with shallow draught 
that eventually led to increased confidence in navigation skills.95 indeed, a Byzantine text referring to histori-
cal events of the year 866 AD in the port of Ephesos (ships sailing from there to Constantinople)96 refers 
to bays (ormous), i. e. natural anchorages − not to harbours − and notes that the ships had low tonnage.97

Ports and harbours as destinations and windows on the world 

My final point involves another important cultural dimension of life in Byzantine ports, unconnected with 
administrative or construction issues, which must be acknowledged. Whether they were artificial harbours 
in big port-cities or natural harbours and simple anchorages near small settlements, harbours were above 
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all destinations on unpredictably long and quite often dangerous voyages. this is evident from information 
about voyages and travelling found in various Byzantine texts and more specifically from the limited number 
of travellers’ accounts at our disposal.98 it is also made very clear in these texts that harbours meant both 
the end of the danger and discomfort of a voyage and a successful outcome (i. e. the survival of the travel-
lers and their eventual arrival at their destination and return home). they were, therefore, associated with 
feelings of relief, the availability of commodities designed to satisfy the travellers’ and crews’ primary needs 
and other comforting services. 
Furthermore, as Theoni Bazaiou-Barabas has shown through her study of literary texts, although no Byz-
antines would ever travel just for pleasure, the sea had by no means solely negative connotations. though 
on the one hand it was perceived as an unpredictable and dangerous way to travel, on the other it was an 
opportunity to open new routes of communication, ensure the proper functioning of state machinery and 
facilitate the everyday survival of the common people.99 This has, I think, been confirmed by the examina-
tion of early Byzantine emporia in the sense of »gateway communities« in this study.
therefore ports and harbours also had distinct cultural connotations in Byzantine society, as both links and 
areas of transition between the safe but limited, »ordinary«, everyday life and the risky condition of travel-
ling. indeed life on board ship may well be considered one of Foucault’s heterotopias, where space and time 
are experienced in different ways from normal.100 this characteristic gives ports and harbours a particularly 
special place in Byzantine settlement and may ultimately stimulate more flexible and imaginative interpreta-
tions of material remains from relevant archaeological sites, their surroundings and their connection-points 
around their inhabitants’ known world.

ConClusions

in concluding this study, four ideas emerge as potentially fruitful paradoxes. in my opinion, these four para-
doxical circumstances are the result of the liminal vicinity of water and land and the best reflection of the 
fragile balance of Byzantine ports and other harbour settlements.
So, first of all, as everybody knows: water is man’s best friend and worst enemy. Exploiting it has been a 
constant struggle for man and not just for those on the medieval waterfront. in many cases changing physi-
cal conditions can be shown to have influenced the movement and number of the deltaic loci of maritime 
traffic and of administrative centres in the vicinity. Evidently contemporary technology allowed people to 
manage small-scale environmental change but, when large-scale physical phenomena – such as alluvial 
crises – radically altered the geomorphology of the wider area, the inhabitants either could not or did not 
find it worthwhile to struggle to »rehabilitate« the disaster area and re-establish the former conditions. Ad-
justing to the new conditions by introducing changes in land use no doubt seemed preferable and a more 
natural development.
the second paradox, when it comes to ports and harbours, concerns the concept of contact. the harbour 
settlements function as gateways between the Aegean and the rest of the Mediterranean and the Balkan 
or Anatolian hinterlands, which were traditionally rich in agricultural resources, wetlands, agriculture and 
mining activities and gave them the inevitable advantages and disadvantages of close social contact.101 
Prosperity and the availability of commodities must have also gone hand in hand with cultural exchange but 
also with disease, invasions and raids. 
the third idea concerns the correlation between the size of ports and the level of trade. During the Byzan-
tine period, there seems to be no correlation between extensive commercial activity and the use of ports 
with built harbours. In the case of Strymon, Pegeia, Pyla and Itanos we have established that significant 
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economic activity persisted for centuries in the absence of built harbours.102 By contrast, it remains a moot 
point as to whether there was indeed a correlation between a preference for one port or anchorage over 
another and the nature – rather than range and scale – of trade and distribution networks. 
Finally, the last paradox i have come across during this investigation is that the more or less homogeneous 
patterns in settlement evolution, found in other categories of Byzantine settlements, are lacking in the case 
of ports. Obviously a complex interplay of different factors, as outlined by Johannes Preiser-Kapeller, is indeed 
very relevant in this case. The concept of connectivity has already been identified by Horden and Purcell as a 
key element in the interpretation of settlement in the Mediterranean, because it contextualizes urban centres 
as simply the largest nodes within a broad matrix of exchange and elevates the smaller links of the chain; 
villas, villages and small towns may have lacked urban status but they still produced surpluses, participated 
in trans-regional exchange and functioned with varying degrees of economic autonomy.103 Caraher, Scott-
Moore and Pettegrew also discussed this concept in relation to late antique Cyprus, and the site of koutsope-
tria in particular.104 they argued that this small island was never a central place in the roman economy per se 
but it did sit astride major maritime trade routes linking egypt, the Aegean and the Levant, and was, conse-
quently, directly connected to the wider Mediterranean matrix. However, though connectivity offers potential 
and opportunity, it does not determine or presuppose the nature of relationships between inhabitants; this is 
a cultural aspect which also has to be taken into consideration. therefore, it would be a good idea to broaden 
out our view of settlement around the late antique and medieval Mediterranean by bearing in mind that, 
apart from the strategic and economic potential of any site, which »invites« human agency, the dynamic pic-
ture of settlement and the connectedness of different sites were also the result of a constant re-negotiation 
of human relations – both within the microcosm of a region and with the rest of the known world.
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Zusammenfassung / Summary / Résumé

Byzantinische Häfen im Mittelmeer im komplexen Zusammenspiel zwischen Umwelt und Gesellschaft. 
Räumliche, sozioökonomische und kulturelle Betrachtungen aufgrund archäologischer Befunden aus 
Griechenland, Zypern und Kleinasien
In diesem Beitrag werden bestimmte Merkmale der archäologischen Stätten von byzantinischen Häfen im östlichen 
Mittelmeer diskutiert; diese Merkmale beleuchten Aspekte der Geschichte dieser Orte im komplexen Zusammenspiel 
zwischen Umwelt und Gesellschaft. Das Hauptziel ist es, zu definieren, wie bestimmte physische und soziale 
Charakteristika dieser Seiten ihre Position in Netzwerken zu Lande und zu Wasser bestimmten bzw. wie diese von 
dieser Position beeinflusst wurden. Ebenso werden drei disziplinenübergreifende Faktoren berücksichtigt, nicht nur 
aufgrund ihrer Wechselbeziehung mit der entwicklung der Häfen, sondern als wesentliche Gestalter ihrer Geschichte: 
Geomorphologie, Geographie und Humangeographie. Zwei theoretische Fragenkomplexe bilden den Hintergrund zu 
dieser Studie: 1. die Rolle dieser Standorte als byzantinische »Gateway-Gemeinschaften« für soziale Kontakte und 
interkulturellen Austausch und 2. die physischen, wirtschaftlichen, politischen und kulturellen Bedingungen, die sich 
zu den analytischen kategorien für mittelalterliche Häfen im Mittelmeerraum gesellen.

Mediterranean Byzantine Ports and Harbours in the Complex Interplay between Environment and Society. 
Spatial, Socio-Economic and Cultural Considerations Based on Archaeological Evidence from Greece, 
Cyprus and Asia Minor
in this paper, certain features of archaeological sites of Byzantine ports and harbours in the eastern Mediterranean are 
discussed; these features reveal aspects of the sites’ history within the complex interplay between environment and 
society. The main aim is to define how specific physical and social features of these sites determined – and emerged 
from – their role in land and maritime networks. Similarly, three multidisciplinary factors will be considered, not just 
for their interrelatedness in the development of ports and harbours but also as fundamental shapers of their history: 
geomorphology, geography, and human geography. two theoretical issues form the backdrop to this study: 1. the sites’ 
performance as Byzantine »gateway communities« of social contacts and cross-cultural exchanges and 2. the physical, 
economic, political and cultural conditions which add up to the analytical categories of medieval Mediterranean port 
and harbour.

Ports byzantins méditerranéens et ports dans la relation complexe entre l´environnement et la société. 
Considérations spatiales, socio-économiques et culturelles à partir du témoignage archéologique venant de 
Grèce, de Chypre et d’Asie Mineure
Dans cette étude, une considération de certains traits des sites archéologiques des ports et des havres byzantins de la 
Méditerranée Orientale est proposée. Ces traits révèlent des aspects de l’histoire des sites dans une interaction com-
plexe entre l’environnement et la société. Le but central de cette étude est de définir les modes avec lesquelles des 
traits spécifiques naturelles et sociales de ces sites sont déterminées − et en même temps sont émergées − du rôle qu’ils 
ont joué dans les réseaux terrestres et maritimes de l’époque. Dans cette direction, on propose trois facteurs multidis-
ciplinaires comme des interliaisons pour le développement des ports et des havres et en même temps comme condi-
tions fondamentales pour la formation de leur histoire: géomorphologie, géographie et géographie humaine. Dans 
ce contexte, deux théories sont traitées: 1. la fonction des sites comme des »gateway communities« Byzantines des 
contacts sociaux et interculturels et 2. les conditions physiques, économiques, politiques et culturelles qui s’ajoutent 
pour former les catégories analytiques du port et de l’havre médiéval de la Méditerranée.


